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Course Information and Trademark
What is Advanced Clearing Energetics®?
When people ask me what I do, I say ‘I lecture around the world on transforming
pain into learning created by specific stressful events that cause certain
diseases’. They then ask me ‘Are you a doctor?’, which my reply is ‘No’.
‘Doctors do a great job of diagnosing a person’s symptoms whether it is heart
disease, a cancer, the flu, a syndrome or any multitude of issues. They treat the
symptom with the aim of getting rid of it by using drugs, surgery, heating,
freezing or other therapies to make the symptoms disappear.’
‘I created Advanced Clearing Energetics® which a simple question for the client
‘Why are you here?’ and works back from what the clients says regarding pain,
feeling out of sorts or a disease that they mention. By learning from and clearing
the trapped energy that caused the stressful event that produces disease, pain
or a psychological issue, the body then repairs itself, something it does
naturally.’
Most disease is caused by stress, which we can say with certainty, was passed
down to us through past events, often before our birth and very commonly from
our parents. Most people completely agree with this. They all say ‘I always knew
stress caused disease.’
And science believes this too. Because science is finally catching up with this
phenomena and it even has a name for it called Epigenetics (epi meaning above,
so above genetics).
Epigenetics can be defined as the study of how the expression of our genes can
be switched on or off, with no change to the DNA sequence, through inherited
issues that are triggered by changes in our environment. Epigenetic research
has found that our genes don’t do anything unless something switches the
expression of the DNA code off or on.
What causes that to happen is a dramatic change in our environmental situation.
In Advanced Clearing Energetics® this is an event full of energy, where we have
no strategy for dealing with it, something stressful, such as being ripped away
from someone we love, which can cause eczema, our skin is our connection with
each other. And it does not have to be a negative event either, as with addictions
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for example, which can be caused by an extremely pleasurable event, such as
the intense feeling some people get when they win at gambling. It’s a shock
because it’s not a feeling they regularly feel or the need to repeat the
pleasurable feelings experienced while they are naively being abused sexually at
a young age.
During my research with Peter Fraser of NES Health we established that during
this event the heart communicates with the brain, which in turn decides on an
organ which is best suited to deal with the event. Which organ is picked is based
on embryology, (how we develop from an egg into a foetus) – basically how we
are made. The organ then goes to work, altering itself as part of the whole
process.
Simple examples of this are the guts dealing with something you cannot digest,
the skin with physical separation, the muscles not being strong enough to hold
something. After this an amazing chain of events occurs, the chosen organ
changes itself to support the person through the situation. They get bigger or
smaller, by adding or taking away cells, dependent on the job they have been
tasked to do and its during these different stages, we experience symptoms, the
very same symptoms that your doctor labels as disease. In our simple examples
the guts develop Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS), the skin, eczema and the
muscles, back ache.
In Advanced Clearing Energetics® we use this model of the heart, brain, organ
and my recent addition of the guts, because that’s where a lot of the emotional
energy gets stored and we go back to the original imprint of the problem and
clear the reason for the trapped energy to occur in the first place. The result is
the body returns back to normality, repairing itself naturally. Pain disappears,
the eczema heals up, the muscles rebuild, the urge to gamble again stops or the
need to carry out another sexual ‘trick’ disappears.
Advanced Clearing Energetics® is a “set of strategies” that help you to unravel
this process and get to the original imprint to clear out the trapped energy with
amazing results. Courses are taught to potential practitioner students in
weekend length trainings (2-3 days per level) and are available either through
online trainings (this website) or via Trainers around the globe (to be listed).
Advanced Clearing Energetics® has been trademarked. The materials in this
handbook are copyrighted. You may not share, publish, transmit, copy, email,
mail this handbook without expressed written permission.
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Beliefs systems Of Water
…and in the beginning there was water
Water
- Water is everywhere
- Water gives life
- Where there is no water- There is no life
Water and the Big Bang
- Water was around at the Big Bang
- Comets are made of water and dirt - they were around at the big
bang too
Water and the Earth
- Water was around at the birth of the earth
- We are bound by huge streams of information to everything in the
universe
- Water plays a key role in how that information is exchanged
Water and Purity
- Water is always wanting to return to its purest form
- It despises conflict and loves balance
Water Can Transmit and Receive Information
- Water remembers anything that occurs in the space around it
- It can transmit and receive memories
Water and Vessel
- Water has to be in a vessel to hold its memory
- You as a human are a vessel
- Your organs are all vessels in your body
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Water and Its Surroundings
- Water creates the structure of DNA and proteins
- And water transmits that energy of its surroundings to the DNA and
proteins changing them
Water and Emotions
- When water is in a vessel emotions affect the water
- You as a human are a vessel
- Your organs are all vessels in your body
Water and the Heart
- After water has been changed through its surrounding and
emotions it wants to get back to purity
- In order to do this it transmits its state to the world through the
heart

Belief Systems of The Heart
The Heart’s Wave

- The quality of our thoughts and emotions affect the heart’s electromagnetic
field which energetically affects those in our environment- whether we are
conscious of it or not

The Heart is pumping out information

- As the heart beats it is sending out a wave of information into the world and
-

into the body. This creates a human body field
‘This field is responsible for attracting certain individuals into our lives and
putting us into specific environments. We create our world made up from the
negative and positive energy that is stored in our system’ - Richard Flook

Heart and the Earth Grid

- Heart is transmitting its coherent and incoherent energy through the earths
-

magnetic grid
Attracting others with equal incoherent energy
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Incoherences causes UDINS
Unexpected
Dramatic
Isolating
No Strategy
A UDIN Is…

- The expression of the water as it is trying to get back to purity
- Affects everything in a person from DNA to the proteins
- From their behaviour to their energy levels

What Happens During a UDIN

- We see this on X- Rays, CT sans as flat or two dimensional images
- Information just can’t flow
- Information gets trapped inside an energy ball of emotion that’s either positive
or negative

Water’s the Smartest!

- Water has memory cells. It remembers everything that is happening around it
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Learning and the UDIN moment
After we have learnt
-

Once we have learnt what we were meant to learn
And the water goes back to it pure state
The organ will rest and repair itself
And wellness/balance can return

Pre-Destined UDIN-Shock

- Water holds the memory of everything you have ever done
- If there is something incomplete it is stored in the water
- Water also holds the memory of your ancestors and any other ‘Past Lives’ or
other energies

What Causes Water NOT to Flow
-

Water naturally flows in nature- naturally it creates a wave
But if that natural flow is interrupted- the wave stops flowing
Then the heart starts sending out an incomplete wave into the earth
This is what attracts UDIN-Shocks

ACE~Flow Major Premise (See 2018 updated version below)
-

A pre-destined UDIN-Shock occurs it is picked up by the heart
The energy (emotion) is communicated to and lodges in the guts
Then this stressful event (UDIN) become localized in the brain
In a specific area that relates embryonically to a part of an organ
The reaction of the organ is designed to assist the person to solve the UDIN
shock and learn from it
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The ACE Major Premise (updated 2018)
Water holds the memory of previous UDINs and it transmits this
shock out into the world (via the heart’s wave) to attract a
situation in the environment to get the water back to purity
A pre-destined massive stressful event (UDIN-Shock) that is stored
in the water, is picked up by the

HEART
The energy (emotion) is communicated to and lodges in the

GUTS (Belly)
Then this stressful event (UDIN) become localized in the

BRAIN
In a specific area that relates embryonically to a part of an

ORGAN

What connects the heart, brain, guts and the organ together is

WATER

The reaction of the organ is designed to assist
the person to solve the UDIN shock and learn
from it.
The Organ is resonating at the exact frequency
of the UDIN-Shock
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Background Knowledge The theories that created Advanced Clearing Energetics
Stress and Disease

- Almost every major illness that people acquire is linked to chronic stress
- But which stressful event causes a specific disease? Solve the stressful events
and we could prevent disease - Richard Flook

Medicine Believes
- Disease is an ERROR

The Guts

- Our gut and brain originate from the same embryonic tissue. One becomes the

Central Nervous system the other the Enteric Nervous system. The gut can run
independently of the brain and communicates with it via the Vagus nerve, this
controls everyday emotional wellbeing

Our Organs - Bruce Lipton Biology of belief

- Cells change their structure and function based on their environment

Does this answer!

- Why healing energetically is such a challenge?
- Why trying to find the UDIN- Shocks that cause disease has been so difficult?

Where does that UDIN-Shock Reside?

- Intuitively you’d think UDIN- Shocks would reside in a diseased organ
- But now you know they are also stored in the Body’s Master Systems as well
Heart, Brain, Guts, Water

You may also be questioning

- When the organ get PLUGGED IN, is that when the disease starts?
- No it doesn’t - There’s…
- No infection
- No disease
- No pain
- …. Not Yet

Copyright 2009-2018 Version 3.2 One Advanced Clearing Energetics® Richard Flook
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The 6 stages of a disease
What causes a disease to occur - The UDIN-Shock

- UDIN Shock lands in all systems of the body - and causes a storm
- UDIN-Shock Plugs itself into an organ and switches itself on
- Energetically you feel disgusted and Angry - www.atlasofemotions.org

What Happens in Stage 2 - Stress
-

You feel cold
You feel stressed
You don’t sleep
You eat instant energy foods- (Carbs)
The PLUGGED IN organ responds by giving you more energy to solve the issue
You feel feat www.atlasofemotions.org
You feel scared by what has happened
Obsessive thinking
- “What if I had done this?”
- “What if I had not done that?”

What Happens in Stage 3 - UDIN- Shock Reversal
-

The energy of the UDIN-Shock does a 180 degree
You believe the problem appears to be resolved - (but its temporary)
The stress stops
The obsessive thinking goes away
You feel better - (But again it’s only temporary)
Eye of The Storm
The UDIN reversal is the calm before the storm
UDIN Reversal feels good - Example: Lady meets someone else who becomes
the one of her life
Energetically you feel Relief (Opposite of the UDIN-Shock) www.atlasofemotions.org

What Happens in Stage 4 - Disease

- This is where disease, infection and PAIN show up: Notice the delay
- The PLUGGED IN organ starts to change which results in:
- You feel hot
- You sweat
- You feel tired
- You sleep a lot
- Your mind feels foggy
- You want wholesome foods- (Protein and Veggies)
Copyright 2009-2018 Version 3.2 One Advanced Clearing Energetics® Richard Flook
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The 6 Stages of a Disease

The Six Stages
1.UDIN
2.Stress
3.UDIN Reversal
4.Repair
5.Spike
6.Rebuild
A. Sympathetic
B. Parasympathetic

Copyright 2009-2018 Version 3.2 One Advanced Clearing Energetics® Richard Flook
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The 6 stages of a disease
Stage 4 - The UDIN- Shock Delay
- Can you see the delay from when a UDIN-Shock occurs and a disease happens
- That delay can be hours, days, weeks, months or even years
- It sucks- because everything was going so well… and then you get sick
Stage 4 - Disease
- This is when you feel sick
- You go see your doctor
- Unpleasant symptoms and pain kick in
- Infection starts
- Energetically you feel Sadness - www.atlasofemotions.org

What Happens in Stage 5 - Body’s Healing Spike
-

Headaches
Cramping
Feel faint
Extreme pain
Panic attacks
Why? A lot of water is used during the disease process. So in stage 5 any excess
water is pushed out at this time
Energetically you feel Panic - www.atlasofemotions.org

Most Common Healing Spike- Headaches
- Thumping headaches are very common at this point
- As the body pushes out the excess water in the brain
- Headaches and other symptoms eventually subside
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The 6 stages of a disease
What Happens in Stage 6 - The Healing Process

- The Healing Process
- Eventually the Infection stops
- The Pain stops
- The Disease stops
- But these things happen gradually
- Energetically you feel Resignation - www.atlasofemotions.org
The Healing Process
- Slowly we regain our strength- you still need to rest
- You are still healing but you will feel a lot better
In an Ideal World- Life moves on…
- After you have completed all 6 stages, you get on with your life
- You take what you LEARNT and move forward
If you didn’t learn from the experience!
- The person gets a chronic disease
- E.g. Heart Disease, Cancer or Depression
- Because they’re stuck somewhere in the 6 stages, and CAN’T move on
More information about chronic diseases and their origin is covered in ACE Body
Diseases such as Anxiety, Fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue syndrome, cancer,
eczema, Irritable Bowel Syndrome, arthritis, diabetes, Bipolar disorder,
inflammation and asthma.
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Advanced Clearing Energetics
Background History
The History of ACE

- Advanced Clearing Energetics and the Brand new ace~flow were developed and
-

created by Richard Flook
It has taken almost 25 years of working and training people throughout the
world to design a technique that is both simple yet gets incredible results

Why Learn Ace~Flow

- Learn a technique that assists the client in healing the trapped energy that is
-

thought to cause disease and pain
We go to the source, the place where the trapped energy was first created
Ace~flow removes the whole reason for the disease and makes the whole
process more through for the client, resulting in the pain and disease
epigenetically never being created again

Why Learn Advanced Clearing Energetics

- This process is very fast and the culmination of many different techniques
coming together to form one simple basic technique

- It has take many years to develop and create this new technique
- It also increases your own personal intuition
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Useful beliefs about ACE
- Let the client do all of the work, you are merely

a coach (a navigator) if you are having to think,
or work hard, you are getting in the way. Follow
the process.
- All pain/issues are caused by pre-destined
UDIN-Shocks trapped in the water’s system
- We are all designed to learn from past
experiences
- All diseases have a positive learning experience
behind them
- What is going on outside you is going on inside
of you
- If there is stuck energy it can be seen
everywhere and anywhere you look and it can
be felt and also seen, inside you as well, as in
pain and disease. This is mostly unconscious
- If there is flowing energy it can be seen
anywhere you look as well
- Everything is metaphorical, it all has meaning,
deciphering what is meaningful to you is the
key. What you use and don’t use will either
cause you pain or cause you pleasure
Copyright 2009-2018 Version 3.2 One Advanced Clearing Energetics® Richard Flook
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The Advanced Clearing
Energetics Basic process
What are we going to cover?
1. Creating the right energy source for the
coach
2. Build Rapport
3. Establish the clients problem
4. Explore the 4 nervous systems
5. Notice the pattern
6. Establish the root cause
7. Go to the root cause
8. Get the heart learnings
9. Heal the Secondary Gains
10. Highest self healing
11. Testing
12. Create a new strategy
13. Three Tests
14. Infuse the water
15. Test Again
16. Break Rapport
Copyright 2009-2018 Version 3.2 One Advanced Clearing Energetics® Richard Flook
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What to say at the start
- Say this before you begin the session or even on the phone before you work with
your client

- “I have never healed anyone of anything, except myself… and it’s the same for
-

you”
You heal you, you heal yourself
I am merely a guide, a coach, a navigator who knows a simple way to assist
your body to heal itself - naturally
I can’t heal you because it’s your body - it’s not my body!”
Make a note that you have explained this to them and acknowledge that they
understand.

Preparation
Connecting with the Highest Self
- In order to connect with The Highest Self you need to raise your own energy.
- In order to do this sit comfortably, breath from the bottom of your spine in 7
deep breaths, stopping at each chakra point until you reach your head.

- At your head you will feel an energy as you connect
with your Highest Self.

- Breath up your spine flowing the energy up through
each of the major 7 chakra points.

- This energy brings the energy of life into the brain
and through to connect with the Highest Self
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Grounding Yourself
- Our earth has a magnetic field around it. When we connect with the earth we
-

connect again with the magnetic field of mother earth. This has the effect of
realigning our organs and inner self with the natural rhythms of mother earth.
The best way to ground yourself is to go outside in bare feet and put them onto
the ground or dirt for 20-30 minutes.
However this is often not possible. The other way is to imagine 2 rods of brown
energy going through your feet connecting with the core of mother earth.

Connecting with your client and
building Rapport
Working with the governing and conception vessel

Imagine two waves in your client, one going
down the back and the other going down the
front of the body. You can see, it hear it, feel it
or sense it.
The energy line of governing
vessel is positioned 1cm or 1/2
inch in from of the spine.

You can do a basic calibration of where the
client is by observing the speed of their waves
of energy in the conception vessels and
governing vessel
Copyright 2009-2018 Version 3.2 One Advanced Clearing Energetics® Richard Flook
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Rapport
- See a chord go from behind your heart, connected
-

to your Inner Light Column and connect up with
their Inner Light Column.
You will feel an energy shift as you do this, and so
will they.

Breaking Rapport
- Just as it is important to build rapport it is equally
important to Break rapport.

- Cut the chord from behind your heart.
- This breaks rapport simply and elegantly.
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Techniques to Find the UDIN-Shocks
Energy
How to find the UDIN-Shock energy that is causing pain
Establish the clients problem- what to say the right way
What To Say Before You Start
- Remember to tell your client “I have never healed or cured any of anything except myself
- And it’s the same for you (the client)
- You heal you, you heal yourself
- I am merely a guide, a coach, a navigator who knows a simple way to assist
your body to heal itself - naturally
- I can’t heal you because it’s your body- its not my body
- Make a note that you have explained this to them and acknowledge that they
understand
Establish the Client Problem
- Ask ‘Why are you here?’ Get them to describe their-pain, emotional challenge,
physical issue, chronic illness, psychological problem. Get a level from 1-10
- Avoid asking for medical information (we are not practicing medicine here,
that’s for doctors). You can get medical information only if your client volunteers
the information
- Make notes
Explore the Nervous Systems
- Ask the client to go to the pain or organ under stress and ask: Are there…
1. Any pictures coming up- movies, images, peoples faces, thoughts, events
coming to mind
2. Any voices of people you know, mother, father, friend, work colleague, boss
3. Any emotions coming up, feelings, unpleasant energy
4. Any tastes or smells
Write Down What They Say
- Often your client will not get much information at the start - and sometimes it
will be metaphorical - Keep with it and be non-judgemental
- Write down the key words they say - just write as much as you can
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Techniques to Find the UDIN-Shocks Energy
Order of Nervous Systems
- Start off in this order with the:
- Organ (PAIN)
- Heart
- Brain
- Guts (Belly)
- Then repeat back what they said before you go into the WATER

The Elephant in the Room
- Stop denying the obvious elephant in the room
- Stop denying they have an issue and recognize they have a problem
- And tell them to stop trying to work it out and their own
- Instead take action to deal with it
Notice the Pattern
- Repeat back what the client said and ask them to notice the link between their
problem and what came up
- Pay particular attention to the glow or lack of flow in the water system
- Ask the client if they recognize this pattern, and how they may have repeated it
over and over
- It’s much more powerful if the clients gets their own pattern - rather than you
telling them (even though it may be really obvious to you)

Pain or Priority?
- Ask the client to go to where the pain is OR the organ that has been identified to
be the priority

- A ‘priority’ organ is an organ where a medical diagnosis has been identified, or
-

the organ has been identified as being a ‘priority’, such as in the NES Provision
scan
Remember we are looking for the UDIN-Shock energy only, important
information may also come up at this time
Go to these areas, Pain or Organ, Heart, Brain, Guts/Belly and the water
We are looking for a UDIN moment or any re-trigger (the six stages repeating
themselves
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Other techniques used in ACE
NES MiHealth

NES Brain Infoceuticals

Meridian Tapping Techniques
with Karin Davidson

Muscle testing
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The Ace Oils
- The ACE oils are designed to speed up the whole ACE strategy
- They assist the client being able to access the underlying
issue

- They also assist in releasing the trapped energy and
-

-

adding a new energy
The ACE Oils were developed in June 2014 by Richard
Flook using Space Resonate Matching (A process that
connects one energy source and duplicates it with
another energy source)
ACE Unlock and ACE Release are made up of a blend of 6
separate oils
ACE Release has a very expensive oils in it, that assists in
allowing the person to connect directly with their Higher self
ACE Unlock can be used directly on the skin
Do not use ACE Unlock with pregnant women

How to use ACE Unlock
This complex but subtle blend of six essential oils has a host of effects too
long to list here. However, the primary associations are accessing inner
knowledge and wisdom, fostering insight, stimulating access to
the energy of fears and blocks, honoring the present and
consecrating the future, stimulating the unconscious mind,
purifying energy, fostering inner balance, deepening the
connection to the Self and heart, soothing anxiety,
centering and grounding the self, uplifting the spirit,
overcoming inertia and fostering the courage to
change, breaking old patterns, and aligning and
stabilizing the energy centers of the body.

- When getting the underlying energy get the client to

smell ACE Unlock. (Points 4-7 in the ace~flow process)

- You can also put a tiny drop of the ACE Unlock oil onto the

area that is painful or where you want to work E.g. an EFT point
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The Ace Oils

ACE Release
ACE Release is designed to assist an individual or ACE practitioner with
stimulating the release of the trapped energy that is associated with an
issue or pain. Gently have the person inhale the oil as he or she goes to a
time before or after the root of the trapped energy, and use it when asking
the Heart Questions and the Secondary Gain Questions. You can also use
ACE Release essential oil blend when doing Ho'o Pono Pono or when
accessing and moving a new energy into your heart.

- When assisting the client in releasing the trapped energy get the client
-

to smell ACE Release (Points 8-10 in the ace~flow Strategy)
Also use ACE Release when adding the new energy (Point 14)
You can switch between both oils repeatedly during a session

Esoteric and Therapeutic Associations for the ACE Unlock and ACE
Release Essential Oil Blends
ACE Unlock
This complex but subtle blend of six essential oils has a host of effects too long to
list here. However, the primary associations are accessing inner knowledge
and wisdom, fostering insight, stimulating access to the energy of fears
and blocks, honouring the present and consecrating the future,
stimulating the unconscious mind, purifying energy, fostering inner
balance, deepening the connection to the Self and heart, soothing
anxiety, centering and grounding the self, uplifting the spirit,
overcoming inertia and fostering the courage to change, breaking
old patterns, and aligning and stabilizing the energy centers of
the body.
ACE Release
This essential oil blend powerfully but gently brings balance and
harmony to the energetic system, while fostering deep inner
awareness, helping to resolve grief, and encouraging forgiveness. The oils
in this blend work together synergistically to enhance feelings of joy, spontaneity,
and cooperation, while opening awareness and instilling confidence. It also
uplifts the mood while stimulating inner focus and concentration. It helps to quiet
the mind and stimulate memory, and to clear stagnant energy while encouraging
mental acuity and clarity. It connects one to the earth and the vibration of the
past, while simultaneously encouraging deeper levels of awareness and
openness to personal growth. It helps awaken the heart and encourages selflove, and it aligns one with the sacredness of life.
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Establish the Root Cause
How to get back to before the incoherence ever created
itself

Establish the Root Cause

- Ask “Is this energy yours?”
- Yes or No?
- It is very empowering to realize that maybe the issue was past down to you from
a family member (Epigenetically) or forced upon you by a person in authority

- Ask “Where does the energy come from?”
- Either the person in the event, or their past or from ancestors or past lives or
-

general consensus
Ask the client to go back before the energy was ever created
- In your life time
- Past down via parents - generational - How many generations back?
- Passed down through other situations- the general circumstances of the
group or an uncle or aunt that was not related to you?
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Go Back Before the Energy Was Ever Created

- Ask the client to “Go back before the energy was ever created”
- You can explain to the client that if they are back before the energy was ever
-

created, the energy will dip
As they go back check where are they
You may sense a dip in the energy, so point it out
You can bring them forward a little and they will feel the intensity of the energy,
only to experience it drop again when they go back before it was ever created

Getting Learnings

- When the client is before the energy was ever created, you ask the client to go
into their heart. Learnings can be conscious or unconscious

- Ask your Heart

What do you need to learn from this energy?
What does your heart want to teach you?
- Many clients try to answer their issues using their conscious minds, their

conscious mind was not found the solution; if it had they would not be seeing
you! When they go into their heart this stops them from getting caught up with
their conscious thoughts
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Clearing Secondary Gain
- When a person has a Secondary gain, there is something more important for
-

them to hold onto or keep, which stops them from letting go of the major
problem
Use these questions at the point ‘Before the energy was created itself’
See the Governing Vessel and Conception vessel in your client
As you ask the questions imagine the energy flowing down either one
And then the opposite vessel for the second question
If you feel the question is sticking - repeat the question

What are you doing that once you let this energy, you
STOP doing?
What are you NOT doing that once you let this energy,
you START doing?

As you ask the first question
picture the client and see the
energy flowing down either one of
the vessels
And then down the opposite
vessel for the second question
If you feel the question is sticking
- repeat the question
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Spirit/Highest Self Clearing

- When the client is before the energy ever created itself, ask for the client’s
‘Highest Self’ or spirit to come down and balance out the energy

- You can also do this silently - judge which is appropriate based on your clients
-

beliefs
The intention is to clear all the underlying reasons that caused the energy to
form in the first place

Tree of Life

- The source of clearing the water’s flow, or lack of it and the underlying trapped
-

energy has its origins in the tree of life
The tree of life is an ancient model for understand how we create everything in
our world

How We Clear Using The Highest Self

- When you have built Rapport through the heart, you are also connected to your
-

clients Spirit
To clear the trapped energy you ask your client’s highest self to clear their
trapped energy. You can ask or do this silently in your head
If you have second sight you will see their spirit come down into their body and
remove the trapped energy
It is as simple as that

After The Energy Has Cleared

- At the ‘Before energy was ever created’ point just ask - has the energy
-

disappeared?
Ask ‘How do you feel about that old problem?’ You want the client to feel
completely balanced (or flat 0/10) t that point
Often the client says that the pain has gone down considerably (indication there
is more work to do) or disappeared completely
Bring the client back to now and test
Get the client can enter into old events and feel them completely flat or neutral,
as if they are in the movie, and it has no interest for them whatsoever
They can view anyone that was a problem with no energy behind them
Test, test and test some more
Here it is important to make there is no energy left on the problem
Often you need to go back and clear another issue
However many issues are cleared in the first round
Jonathan Shaw (One of the ACE Masters) says that an acute pain can be
resolved in one session. A chronic pain 3 sessions. A severely chronic issue that
has been around for a long time, perhaps years, takes about 5 sessions
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Creating New Strategies
Creating A New Future For The Client
Creating New Strategies

- After the old trapped energy and all associations have been cleared, it is
important that we add a new set of strategies to the client

- Otherwise they could just follow what they are familiar with through other
-

habits that had nothing to do with what you have just worked on
Ask “Get a new energy, a thought, a picture, a movie, the sound of who you
really are”
Note:- the new energy, new picture, sound, feeling-whatever is perfect for
them- comes from their Higher Self
This new energy is not the antithesis, or opposite of what they had as a
problem, but a brand new energy
An energy of who they really are, their real identity, their real spirit

The Three Tests

1. “Did the new energy come immediately?”
2. “Do you like it?”
3. “Did it go into your heart quickly?”
If they do not pass the three tests when adding the energy, then there is
still more work to be done and things to clear

Add The New Energy

- Add the new energy to the heart first- make sure it goes in easily
- Now let it flow into the brain, belly and finally heart
- Let it imprint the water system
You can also use the NECS process
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Ho’o Pono Pono
Cutting the ties that bind
• If you believe all issues are created by us
• Then they are our projections. We project out into the world
what we perceive whether that is right or wrong
• We literally create out world made from what we perceive
• These people, things or energy can drain us of energy
consciously or unconsciously
• Ho'o Pono Pono comes from Hawaii.
• Ho'o Pono Pono means to make very, very, good
• Also it means 'To cut the ties that bind'.
• The process appears in all the teachings of the ‘People's of the
earth’
• Whenever we think of someone, something, an object, thought
or concept, we energetically connect to it. The process of Ho'o
Pono Pono means we release ourselves from these
connections and make them good
• You create a stage in front of you, as if you are at the theatre
watching the actors down below you and in front of you
• Be at a 45° angle to the stage
• You bring the people, object, things or attachments that came
up during the questioning at the start
• This could be loved ones, people that did you harm, a religion,
money, a business or anything that a person has a connection
with. Even an idea or belief
• Bring the healing energy, from above, down into the client,
through the conception vessel and governing vessel and flow it
out of the heart into the people, things objects down below and
in front of you
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Ho’o Pono Pono - The statement and questions
• You ask the client to say to each person, object or thing
1. "I forgive you"
2. "Do you forgive me?"
3. "I love you"
4. "Do you love me?"
• You must get a complete YES and if there is a no, keep
sending the healing energy until you get a yes
• Or go back and clear the energy from the client
• Once complete you ask your client to cut the ties, as close
to behind their heart as possible and watch as those
people, object or things float away into space
• You add Ho'o Pono Pono before setting up a NECS moment
or adding a new energy into the heart
• It is optional but very powerful, many people say it was so
wonderful to let go of those people and things
• Often those people will make an effort to reconnect with
the client. This is OK because now the new relationship
will empower them
• It can take another 10 minutes to complete
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ACE Your Future
Put your NECS moments into all areas of your body inside
and outside
Take your top goals and turn them into NECS moments
What creates the future is you creating the environment you wish to live in - NOW!
N- Normal
E - Expected
C - Connected
S - Strategy
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Ask the client what do they want now, of their heart, their belly, their brain and
the Flowing water?
Test the NECS moment - Do you truly want it? Does it fill you with Joy?
Change the NECS moment so you get the last step
Test with the client, are they committed to the NECS moment
Check do they want it? Check with them as if they are doing it. And then after
they have the NECS moment, how do they feel?Remember these NECS
moments must be disassociated
So your client knows where they will end up they will need to focus on the end
result - the last step
It’s the end result that they really want - not the journey itself - though that is
important.
Ask “What is the last thing that has to happen in order that you have what
you want?”
Imagine you want to go on holiday
Where would you want to go?
You could go anywhere
But you need to get the last step or you may arrive somewhere other than your
desired destination
The last step makes it final - Once they get there the goal is done
Take the disassociated movie - and put it into the clients heart, brain, belly,
and any organs that are causing them pain
Infuse it into the WATERAlso take the NECS final image and add it to the
Chakra point in Spirit, their Soul (In front and behind them) plus their Root
point (Mother Earth)
And then get them to TAKE ACTION
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The ACE Basic Process and the NEW
ace~flow+ process outlined
IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a strategy where you are a coach and the
client does all the work. Your merely guide the client. If you are
having to really think and use lots of extra techniques to clear the
energy, there is something not right with you or the client. Step back,
take a small break and come back to it afresh.
1. Connecting with your Highest self and earth (Do this at the
start of the day.)
a) Sit quietly and breath upwards through the Chakra
Points into your head.
b) Next imagine orange earth rods going into the core of
mother earth, this can be done at the start of the day and
quickly before each client.
2. Build Rapport
a) Imagine a line connecting from behind your heart to
behind your clients heart
b) Check do you feel like your are connected and have
Rapport.
c) You do this all silently
3. Find out what their issues or problem is. Ask them “Why are
you here?’ NOTE you cannot ask for a medical diagnosis - the
client has to volunteer that information.
4. Ask the client to go into their pain or organ, heart, brain, guts
(belly), one by one. Give the client the choice by asking which
area you want to go into next.
a) Ask the client ‘Are there any pictures coming up, any
sounds, any peoples voices, any emotions, and
uncomfortable energy, any tastes or smells?’
b) Repeat for all 4 areas, Pain/issue, Heart, brain, guts.
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c) Make notes WRITE DOWN exactly what they say - you
will use these notes later.
d) Sometimes the client needs to go through all 4 areas
before they come up with something.
5. Read back exactly what they said from your notes you took.
However obscure. then ask them to search their body to go
into the water.
6. Go into the water by asking “Where is the water not
flowing?” Explain to the client that the water may not be
flowing in the end of their nose, their big toe, not flowing up
or down their arms, in the organ or throughout the whole
body.
a) Ask them to ask the water ‘How come the water is not
flowing?
b) Where do we need to go to heal the problem. Spirit, Soul
or Earth
7. Is it a Spiritual Problem? Spirit can be God, Allah, Divine, or
just a higher level energy (See ACE Body).
a) Explain to the client “This is an issue that has been with
you all your life.
b) It’s as if it is your destiny, you have been chosen to suffer
c) It’s everywhere, all encompassing”
d) Explain to them to go 30cm or a foot above their head to
access this point.
e) Then ask the client to float further up even further to
have a conversation with Spirit
f) Then ask them to ask Spirit - “What do I need to
learn?” (With reference to the problem)
g) Then ask them to repeat this question after you. “What is
the one question that I need to ask of spirit, that just by
asking that question, will cause this whole problem to
disappear as an issue from my life forever?"
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h) Wait for the question to come. (mention that it will come
in an energetic form.)
i) Get them to ask their question
j) Very quickly get them to bring the energy down into the
area above their head
k) Infuse it into the water
l) And then into the heart, brain, belly and organ
8. Is it a Earth Based Problem?
a) This is an issue that relates to survival or protection
b) Usually to do with basic living needs, such as food, love
or sex An inability to be held and nurtured on this planet.
c) It can be directly connected with money or lack of money
d) It’s deep seated;
e) You need to go 30cm or a foot below your feet to access
this point
f) Explain to the client “Then ask the client to float further
down into mother earth to have a conversation with her.
g) Then ask them to ask Mother Earth - “What do I need to
learn?” (With reference to the problem)
h) Then ask them to repeat this question after you. “What is
the one question that I need to ask of Mother Earth, that
just by asking that question, will cause this whole
problem to disappear as an issue from my life forever?”
i) Wait for the question to come. (mention that it will come
in an energetic form).
j) Get them to ask their question
k) Very quickly get them to bring the energy up into the area
below their feet, then up into their legs and let it flow into
their body
l) Infuse it into the water
m) And then into the heart, brain, belly and pain/organ
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9. Is it a Soul based Problem? Environmental or the Past.
a) This is an issue that relates to circumstances from the
past, present or future The immediate environment
(Present) or the past.
b) Usually to do with relationships or family
c) or with the environment, our country, our people, religion
or the people around us
d) If it is to do those around us - in our present environment
then we go out 30cm or a foot in front of your heart
e) If it is to do with issues from the past, family generational, other peoples stuff from the past, general
consensus (which means anything else), go 30cm or a
foot behind your heart
10.If you are clearing something from their Environment - ask
them to go 30cm in front of their heart
a) ‘Then ask them to go out into the ‘hearts soul’ - where
all the hearts souls from planet earth are all connected
f) Explain to the client ‘Ask them to float further out into
the hearts souls to have a conversation with all the
collective hearts soul.
g) Then ask them to ask the hearts soul - “What do I need
to learn?” (With reference to the problem)
h) Then ask them to repeat this question after you. “What is
the one question that I need to ask the hearts Soul, that
just by asking that question it will cause this whole
problem to disappear as an issue from my life forever?”
i) Wait for the question to come. (mention that it will come
in an energetic form).
j) Get them to ask their question
k) Very quickly get them to bring the energy into their heart
and let it flow into their body
l) Infuse it into the water
m) And then into the brain, belly and pain/organ
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11.If you are clearing something from the past (behind the
heart) Start by asking the questions (Optional - Ask them to
go 30cm or a foot behind their heart, and ask them to ask
themselves, who have I become because of this problem)
a) ‘Is this energy yours - Yes or No?’
b) ‘Where does it come from? How far back?’
c) This trapped energy is often passed down ancestrally, or
through group consensus (e.g. The Church) or through
the person they had their encounter with, and even that
persons parents.
12.Ask the client to ‘Go back before the energy was ever
created.’ (or if dealing with future events (e.g. anxiety) ‘Go

after the energy has disappeared.’ This relates to ACE MIND problems.)

a) Get them to go back before the energy was ever created
or go after the energy has disappeared. (if you are dealing with energy/
emotions from the future such as Anxiety.

b) Wait for them to go back in time in their minds, you will
see a change in their face and may feel the energy drop
as they go back before the energy was ever created.
c) Ask them ‘ Are you back before the energy was ever
created?’
13. Ask them to go into the heart and get the learnings
a) ‘Go into your heart and get what you need to learn from
your heart?
b) ‘Ask your heart what it wants to teach you?’
c) The client may give you an answer, all you need to check
is did they get the learnings which may be conscious or
unconscious.
14. Ask the secondary gain questions - (NOTE These questions
can be used at any time during the whole process.)
a) ‘What are you doing that once you let this energy go you
STOP doing?
b) What are you NOT doing that once you let this energy go,
you START doing?
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c) You don’t need an answer
d) You can ask these secondary gain questions at anytime
of the process. For example if the client is finding it hard
to go back before the energy was ever created.
15. Ask your clients Highest Self to come down and clear the

energy
a) You do this silently, just ask inside your mind for their
highest self, spirit or divine to come down and clear the
trapped energy.
b) You will see and feel a sense of relief as all the energy
releases. Look for signs of this happening
c) If this does not happen, just by being back before the
energy was ever created will probably be enough to clear
the trapped energy.
d) Remember you do not do the work the clients highest
self will do all the work
n) Very quickly get them to bring the energy back into the
area behind their heart and Infuse it into the water
o) And then into the heart, brain, belly and organ
16. Once they have infused the energy back into the water, heart,
belly, brain and organ. you need to Test, test and test some
more.
a) Read back through the client notes and check is there
any energy left on any of the events. Ask the client ‘Has
the energy completely gone, what is the level now?’
b) Get them to fully associate into each of the events that
they previously brought up. he events need to be 100%
flat
c) If there is any energy left on any event, you need to go
back and ask if that energy is a Spirit, Soul or earth
based problem. Often the energy needs to be cleared in
another domain or it needs to be cleared from
somewhere else in the past. Often there is yet another
deeper emotion, that is either their ancestors or theirs
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d) Go back and repeat the process
e) Test and test some more, you want to make sure there is
no energy left on any old events and that they cannot
access the old feelings/energy.
f) Check that any pictures or people that had an effect on
them are neutral
17. Ask the client to create a new energy/image/feeling that is
who they really are. These are their NECS moments.
a) Ask the client to create a NECS moment.
b) make sure the NECS moment covers the three tests
c) Make sure it is ‘Disassociated’
d) Do the three tests
e) 1. Did the new energy/picture feeling come up easily,
2.Do they like it? 3.Did it go into the water, heart, belly,
brain, organ easily. If none of these things happen
quickly then there is more to clear.
18.Test again, how do they feel?
19.Break Rapport by detaching the energy from behind your
heart. Call the client one or two days later and check in with
how things are.
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ACE Parts - Covered in ACE Mind
1. PARTS - This section deal exclusively with parts. This is
covered in ACE MIND.
a) When in the water - Ask the client to ask “Is this
problem a full time issue or a part time issue?”
b) If full time use the ace~flow+ process
c) If it is part time use this ACE Parts Process
d) NOTE: There is a Parts Process which can also be used
for working with issues from the past (when you go
behind the heart) - see below
e) First tell them the Parts metaphor - You only need to do
this once.
f) Ask them what do they like, purses, jewelry, shoes,
gadgets - make it specific to them and their gender. In
the example below substitute the shoes for what your
client wants.
The Parts Metaphor
Imagine you have seen a beautiful pair of shoes in a magazine,
you have looked online and in various shops but you have not
been able to find them. You have looked everywhere for months
and drawn a complete blank.
And then one day you walk into a department store. And you are
browsing the shoe department and there you see the shoes you
have been looking for, there is only one pair and they are your
size, and in the colour you want.
You take them up to a station to pay for them, you put them down
on the counter, with your card ready and the department
assistant says, “I am sorry madam but I can’t sell you these
shoes.” She takes them away from you. You look stunned and ask
“Why cant I buy them?’’ She says “Orders from above, sorry. ”
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You explain your story of how you have been looking for these
shoes for months but still she refuses to sell you them saying
she can’t do anything, “Orders from above.”
You say “Can I speak to your manager”. She says “Yes of course.”
She picks up phone and the manager comes over. Looks at the
shoes, scans them and says “I am sorry Madam but I can’t sell
you these shoes.”
You explain your story and ask again. “How come?” She says
“Orders from above.” Not one to give up, you ask “Can I speak to
someone that can do something about this?”
The manager says “I will speak to head office here”. She does
and she sends you upstairs. There you are lead into the Vice
Presidents office and she listens to your story, she looks at her
computer and says “I can’t do anything about this, I do apologies.
Orders from above.”
With that the Chief executive of the department store walks in
and says she has been listening to your story and she asks the
vice president if she can use her phone. The vice president says
of course. The Chief Exec dials a number and starts explaining
your story to the person on the phone. She then asks them,
“What do we need to learn?” you hear her say “Ah ha, yes ok”
And then she asks, “What is the one question that I need to ask
of you, which by asking that question will cause this problem to
disappear, and this lovely lady to have her shoes?” She listens
and then says. “Well, how do we do that?” There is a pause and
she says ‘Perfect’.
She puts down the phone and says “Madame, good news, you
can have your shoes”. She turns around and speaks to the Vice
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President and says to her “Can you arrange for this lovely lady to
have her shoes? And make sure we look after her.”
She thanks you for being patient and excuses herself. You go
downstairs, pay for you shoes and you get a sizeable discount,
leaving the store very happy and feeling great.
g) Once you have told the story use this process when they
are having a conversation with Spirit, the Hearts Soul, or
Mother Earth.
h) Firstly ask for the part that controls their issue to come
into the place, above, below or out in-front, and then ask
to speak to the boss of the boss of the boss. The Boss
part.
i) You get them to acknowledge that the Boss Part is there
- Saying its much easier to work with the Boss Part.
j) Now ask them to ask the Boss Part
SPIRIT “Boss Part Ask Spirit, what do you need to
learn?”
HEARTs SOUL“Boss Part Ask the Hearts Soul, what do
you need to learn?”
MOTHER EARTH “Boss Part Ask Mother Earth, what do
you need to learn?”
k) Once the Boss Part has what they need to learn (This is
usually very quick. Also note that the client does not
need to know the answer.)
l) Ask the Boss part to ask Spirit, the Hearts Soul or
Mother Earth
SPIRIT “Boss Part Ask Spirit - What is the one question
you need to ask, that just by asking that question will
cause this whole problem to disappear from my life
forever, and you as the Boss Part to completely merge
back into the whole along with all the other parts you
control and be as one again?”
HEARTS SOUL “Boss Part Ask The Hearts Soul - What
is the one question you need to ask, that just by asking
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that question will cause this whole problem to disappear
from my life forever and you as the Boss Part to
completely merge back into the whole along with all the
other parts you control and be as one again?”
MOTHER EARTH “Boss Part Ask Mother Earth - What is
the one question you need to ask, that just by asking that
question will cause this whole problem to disappear
from my life forever and you as the Boss part to
completely merge back into the whole along with all the
other parts you control and be as one again?”
m) Wait for the Boss Part to get its question and then to ask
the Boss Part to ask the question. (This is usually very
quick. Also note that the client does not need to know
the question.)
n) As soon as the Boss part has asked the question ask the
Boss Part to merge back with all the other parts it
controls and bring the new energy back into the whole
and infuse it into the water, heart, belly, brain and organ/
pain
2. Test again, how do they feel?
3. Working with PARTS in the past (Behind the heart)
a) When back before the energy was ever created you ask
for the part that is most in conflict with the problem or
issue to come to mind.
b) When there, ask the part to go into its heart and get what
it needs to learn. (The client does not need to know the
answer)
c) As this is being done, work with the client and ask them
to go into their heart and get what they need to learn
d) Now ask the client to ask the Part the secondary gain
question. (The client does not need to know the answer)
Part - What are you doing that once you let this energy
go, you STOP doing?
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e)

f)
g)
h)

i)

j)

Part - What are you NOT doing that once you let this
energy go you START doing?
You ask the client the secondary gain questions too.
What are you doing that once you let this energy go, you
STOP doing?
What are you NOT doing that once you let this energy go
you START doing?
Then you bring down the higher self energy (Silently) and
then you check has the energy cleared.
Get the client and the part to come back to now.
If the client is dealing with a part that is a family member
then say “As you come back to now, merge back into
each other and become as one again”
If the part is someone or something else, ask the part to
merge back into the whole (meaning space) and become
as one again.
Test, test and test some more, going over the clients
notes you took.
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ACE-Flow Demo Transcripts
ACE-Flow 1
16 Steps of ACE-FLOW Demo
page 2

(Includes use of ACE Unlock and ACE Release)

ACE-Flow 2
KCTs Demo

page 5

ACE-Flow 3
Anxiety Demo

page 9

Surrogate ACE-Flow Demo

page 10
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ACE-Flow 1
16 Steps of ACE-FLOW Demo
Videos 23 and 24, Use of ACE Unlock and ACE Release
R: Could be an emotion, a chronic pain. It’s necessary to take notes during this process.
http://atlasofemotions.org/#actions/
Demo Subject: Fabiana – feeling angry, hopeless, disgusted, a lot of fear, a strong energy
on
F: Emotional and physical pain because of the bad economy here in Brazil, I’m feeling
lost.
I feel an energy in my throat. I’m sinking in an ocean of despair. I can’t see the end. Like
falling into a void. There’s nothing I can do. I’m falling down and can’t see the end.
R: Does it feel sour on your tongue?
F: Yes. My head is aching.
R: I want you to go directly into your heart. What images, thoughts, movies, tastes,
feelings smells are coming up.
F: An image of a war, despair, people running with nowhere to go, (anything else?)
burning around, hands on the head, anger and starvation, (R: Anything else?) dark sky, it
smells like dead people, sounds of bombs and guns, earthquake trembling, feeling not
stable, how can I walk through a place like that – I don’t feel safe or stable to walk, my
hands are sweating now (What else?) a lot of fear (R: Anything else?) Where is God?
(anything else?) loneliness (R: Anything else?)
R: Go right up into the brain
F: No strategies, (R: Anything else is coming up?) hopeless (R: What else?) How can I
think clearly in a situation like that? (R: What else?) I’m not good enough to get out of
this war. I can’t take action – like a dark fog. (R: Anything else?) I’m dizzy. My brain is
stretching and shrinking.
R: Let’s go into the belly now. What’s going on inside there?
F: Physical pain, bitterness, disgust, fear, (R: Anything else?) feeling frozen, paralyzed,
sound like the strong wind, cold, rain, (anything else) sadness, (R: Okay, anything else
going on?)
R: I’m going to repeat this (repeats list). I’d like you now to go into the water system.
What’s coming up?
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F: It’s strange because it’s like bright particles of water floating in a dark place – the
water is very bright; like low energy – not spinning too fast, but it’s bright.
R: Repeats list aloud. Do you notice this pattern? Is the energy that’s driving this pattern,
is it yours? Yes or no.
F: No
R: Where does it come from?
F: From environment: Brazil and South America
R: Energy of the place, isn’t it?
R: Sniff more ACE Unlock to speed the process up, and make sure you have ACE Release
ready to go. I want you to go all the way back in time before the energy was ever
created….You’re already there, aren’t you. Now I want you to go down into your heart and
get what you need to learn. What does your heart want to teach you?
F: I’m strong. This is a growing process for us all. I’m doing my best. I just need to
ground myself to keep myself clear so I can help myself and can help others better. I saw
a large group of angels floating above South America.
R: Now I’d like you to sniff some ACE Release… Now I’d like to ask you a couple of
questions:
What are you doing (seeing the energy line) that once you let this energy go, (it’s going
down the back this time) that you stop doing?
F: I stop punishing myself, I stop being so out of my head, I stop having all of this fear, I
stop having all of these low emotions.
R: What are you doing that once you let this energy go, that you stop doing?
F: I start grounding myself, I start meditating every morning. I start thinking more
clearly, I start mak9ng strategies.
R: What are you not doing that once you let this energy go, you start doing.
F: I start being ready to move.
R: What are you not doing that once you let this energy go, you start doing?... There it
goes.
F: I start moving from here.
R: I’m going to ask your higher self to come down, but not yet. Sniff more ACE Release.
Wait ‘til I ask. I want to prove that the Higher self can come down at any time, but will not
come until we ask. I’m asking now: ‘Higher self, come on down.’ … It’s going down one
side and now Conception Vessel…There you go, can you feel that peace now?
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F: Yeah.
R: I don’t know if others can feel that – it just went from agitation to peace.
F: How are you feeling now?
R: Good… Just come back to now and test.
F: I feel something spinning in my head. Like a good tornado. Clearing this part of my
brain – my forehead. Bringing me back to reality.
R: A moment ago you were talking about…(repeats list above) How’s the physical pain?
F: No, gone. I’m feeling grounded now. Still a little bit of fear in my belly.
R: Let’s see if that disappears. You were talking about (reads more of the list above). Is
this bringing up anything, or am I reading a list?
F: I’m now feeling some ancestral energy.
R: Sniff some ACE Unlock. Good, it’s ancestral. How many generations back?
F: Six generations on my mom’s side.
R: Go all the way back six generations on your mom’s timeline, before this energy was
ever created…. Just waiting for you to go all the way back…. There she is… she’s there…
Go back inside your heart. What does your heart want to teach you?
F: People survive war. A new era, a new age is coming.
R: Sniff ACE Release. What are you doing that once you let this energy go you stop doing?
F: I’ll stop feeling this fear. I stop judging my capacity.
R: What are you not doing that once you let this energy go you start doing.
F: I start going with the flow, I start trusting I start manifesting my real potential. I start
giving myself a chance.
R: Perfect…Next question, how do you feel now?
F: I feel good.
R: Come back to now… Let’s give it a few seconds for that to settle down. That was a big
clearing – that last one… A moment ago you said you were (reads the list).
F: Better. I feel like my head is doing this ‘whoa whoa’. I should not get so involved with
the energy around me. I should protect myself.
R: I think this is a strategy – I should, I ought to… It’s not the emotions coming around,
are they?
F: No.
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R: A yawn is a good sign….What we want to do now is…smell ace release. Get a new
image, taste or smell of the real you….I want you to bring the real you down into your
heart. You like her, right?
F: Yeah.
R: Let her go right into your heart… then right into your brain… (She yawns) and then
right into your belly… and now we’re going to imprint the water… Are you ready?... Now
we’ll imprint the water with the real you…. Okay, how’s that?
F: I see more particles of water floating on a bright space.
R: More energy as well?
F: Yeah.
R: Okay, let’s come back to now. Good job!
R: It’s lifted now? (reads some of the list) what happened. It’s suddenly disappeared?
F: I have protection. I feel connected to my higher self. I was not connecting with this. It’s
okay because it’s going to pass.
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ACE-Flow 2
KCTs Demo
Video 063 – 43 minutes
Demo Subject: Fabiana’s sinusitis; she’s left-wired – research symptoms in
Biogeneology Sourcebook
RF:

We’re going to do the KCTs because we know there’s swelling here.
What I want you to do first is to go into left or right kidney – left okay. We’re
looking for the fight/flight/freeze response. Is there any fear, being angry, being
paralyzed – unable to move, is there a feeling of ‘what’s the point?’

F:

Yes.

RF:
Now I want you to go into the swelling in and around your sinuses. Is the pain
getting worse?
F:

Yes, and my hands are sweaty.

RF:

Good, we’re triggering off the stress in the kidneys. As you think of this are there
any images, thoughts coming up?

F:

Yes, images from my childhood.

RF:

Are you in the picture or are you there?

F:

It’s not good to be there.

RF:

Put the picture on the outside and put your finger in. Does it get worse?

F:

Yes

RF:

As we trigger off the stress stage, that’s when the pain will kick in in the organ.

F:

The left side of my body is frozen.

RF:
Left side of left-wired person. We talked about little secrets, paranoia of the
future.
RF:

Let’s go into your belly. With reference to what we’ve been talking about in your
kidney…(repeats all that Fabiana has said so far) As we go into the belly, we’re
looking at the emotions…

F:

Hopeless, despair, feeling like I’m going to die.

RF:

Let’s get more information. Let’s go up into the brain – more intellectual

RF:

Go up your neck to the temples. We’ve got three choices – refugee conflict;
abandonment conflict; isolation conflict. Which one?
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F:

Isolation. No one there to protect me.

RF:

What’s going on in there?

F:

I’m going to die!!

RF:

Come out. We don’t need you to go there.

RF:

Go into the nasal area – probably in the right hand side. Is there anything there?

F:

I’m not strong enough to protect myself; all men are bad

RF:

Next, I need you to go down into your heart. What’s going on in your heart?

F:

Sadness, grief, physical pain.

RF:

You can see the actual energy has shifted as well. We’re going to play a game if
that’s all right.
What’s the intensity?

F:

1 or a 2

RF:

Go up into the right hand one. Put your finger into the image. As you’re in there.
What’s the pain now?

F:

It’s increasing.

RF:

This is a perfect example of KTCs – as you stress the kidneys, the water
increases.

F:

Increasing to an 8.

RF:

Let’s see if we can get to a 10?

F:

Yes, it’s a 10.

RF:

Bring your finger out. The image is of the boys touching you.

F:

Yes.

RF:

What I want you to do, is what would like to have happened instead? Let’s have
the girls playing – no boys ever came. Imagine that. Do you have that? Now
imagine that and fully associate.

F:

Just water.

RF:

How does the sinus feel now?

F:

Pain is gone!

RF

There you go
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RF

If you stress the kidneys, the water increases. Do a UDIN reversal on the kidneys,
the water goes down. The sinuses are going through their second stage
(parasympathetic stage)

RF:

Let’s play this again to prove a point. Push the image of you having fun away. Put
your hand up into the place – now what’s the intensity? Is it increasing again?

F:

Yes, 2 or 3.

RF:

Put your hand right in. Has it increased now? What is the intensity?

F:

6 or a 7.

RF:

Bring that happy image back. Having fun with water. Now where’s the intensity?

F:

Nothing!

RF:

One other horrible image with the boys is on the left side? Let’s just do what
we’ve got.
We’ve triggered the UDIN. The water knows where to go to collect around the
area. I’m going to repeat what you said back to you…. (Richard repeats). Go into
the water. What’s going on?

F:

Bad smell, voices, boys laughing.

RF:

There’s the auditory trigger probably.

F:

Smell of the air; sensation of the water on my skin; despair

RF:

Anything else?

F:

I’m going to die.

RF:

I want you to float right up 10 inches above your head – all the way up. A little
further. Now, I want you to look down on you and as you do this, I want you to ask
the question “Who are you, in regard to this problem?”

F:

I am someone intuitive. To see things before they happen is not bad.

RF:

(Repeats what F just said.)

F:

(Adds more details.)

RF:

I can see it in your face. Now I want you to go up even higher into the Head Office/
the Infinite Intelligence. I want you to ask what you need to learn.

F:

To love people – some are in survival mode. Not all men are the same. I’m an
infinite being of light. Pay more attention to your good feelings; listen more to
your inner voice. I don’t need to keep this energy – get the message and let it go. I
don’t need to protect myself.
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RF:

Great! What questions do I need to ask in order to solve this problem once and for
all?

F:

How can I love unconditionally without judging?

RF:

What’s the answer?

F:

Look at their higher self – who they really are. Go beyond appearances. I felt a
shiver.

RF:

Is there anything else, or is that it?

F:

I can see an image from thousands of miles.

RF:

I want you to bring the energy that shivered and bring it down into your spirit. As
the question, who are you now? You don’t have to ask it. Have you got it?

F:

Lots of deep yawns.

RF:

Now bring the energy down into the water and infuse the water with the new
energy…Got it? How does that feel?

F:

Amazing.

RF:

I’m waiting for the smile.

F:

I have the feeling that my energy is expanding.

RF:

Now I want you to flow the newly infused water energy into the organ (sinuses),
and also into that left kidney…gone in nicely? And into your belly…and into your
brain – KTC and under your eyes…got it?

F:

(Lots of big yawns.)

RF:

Then right into your heart….Good, come back and let’s test. How are you doing?
How’s the pain?

F:

No pain, even if I press

RF:

I want you to go up into the right side of that picture. What’s happening there?

F:

No energy.

RF:
Go back and step into your shoes at 5 years old…playing with the girls…these
boys come along…
F:

I feel nothing. No emotions.

RF:

They’re all gone.

F:

One of the boys helped me.

RF:

How does that relate to ‘all men are bad’. So are all men bad?
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F:

Well, they didn’t know what they were doing.

RF:
Your dad would come home after having sex with another woman. How does that
feel now?
F:

Maybe he was in a bad relationship with my mother.

RF:

How does it feel about your ex with his previous girlfriend.

F:

It’s okay. It wasn’t about me.

RF:

Perfect! We’re done.
Let’s ask for a NECS – completely normal where you have a strategy for dealing

with it.
Ask your spirit to give you your NECS moment.
F:

It’s a good smell. Very positive memory now.

RF:

Do you like it?

RF:

Quickly, the three tests…let it go into your heart….down into your belly…into your
brain…into your nose…into your kidneys…and infuse into the water…let the water
then take on all this beautiful energy.

F:

Yes, the water is flowing now.

RF:

Love the energy, right? Let the water now infuse and connect with all the nervous
systems: the brain; the belly; the heart. Send out the message to bring this man
into your life who smells wonderful.

F:

I felt the shiver again.

RF:

Now we’re done!
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ACE-Flow 3
Anxiety Demo
Demo Subject: Fabiana has anxiety.

R: Go into the heart first. Can you feel the anxiety there? Any other thoughts,
tastes, smells, visuals?
F: Good things, but I am anxious about them.
R: Go down into your belly. Any other information coming up from the belly?
F: Frozen energy, anxiety, fear, expectations
R: I’d like you to into the brain, particularly the frontal lobes, because that’s
where anxiety comes from.
F: I felt an energy in my gut. They are happy images.
R; Next piece, go inside the water system and pick up on what’s going on inside it
as far as this is concerned.
F: Confusion, doubt, do I deserve?
R: Next piece, I’d like you to go up into your spirit and look down upon all this
that’s going on.
And what I’d like you to do is, literally if you would, go out after the energy of
anxiety has disappeared. Just go out after the energy has disappeared.
Go into your heart and get what you need to learn.
F: It’s okay; it’s my birthright; I deserve; I’m good enough to do what I’m here to
do; enjoy
R: I’d like to ask the secondary gain questions: What are you doing out there in
the future that once you let this go, you stop doing?
F: Stop being so anxious, overeat, asking myself ‘do you deserve it’?
R: What are you not doing out there in the future that once you let this go, you
start doing?
F: Start trusting my intuition, working even harder to make it come true, I start
shining.
R: Next piece, having got all that information, let the higher-self come down into
your body and clear out the energy. How’s that?
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F: It was intense.
R: Come back to now. How are you feeling?
F: Great! It was amazing! It felt so good!
R: Excellent. What’s will change?
F: I feel disorganized now. It’s energy from the future – I’m going to focus more
and organize my life and be happy. I can prepare myself for what is coming.
R: Perfect!
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Surrogate ACE-Flow Demo
Demo Subject: Julia, acting on behalf of her daughter Alexia, will be the energy

behind the surrogate group; Richard is practitioner; group will communicate
through Julia.
People in group connect their hearts with Julia’s heart

Julia to make a heart-connection with her daughter, then send the energy to the
group.
J: Alexia has allergies - unable to eat dairy, gluten, eggs, etc. Supplement with
probiotics, avoid GMOs; is not resilient with stress; started school this year – big
transition; dark rings around eyes, sore tummy, sensitive to being away from
Julia; ‘crazy energy’ makes her upset.
R: we’ll work on the gut. I’ll direct the group. The first question we’ll ask ‘is it
okay?’ The group is the surrogate. Is it okay for the group to work with Alexia.
J: It feels okay. I’m having trouble – I feel connected to Alexia at the front of me
and the group at the back of me. I’m feeling fear.
R: Linda is getting a no. Everyone, check in. Is everything okay? I’d like you to tap
in through Julia to Alexia, then go to Alexia’s heart and pick up on the energy
that’s behind her gut issue in her heart. Julia is the medium between the group
and Alexia.
J: Can I think of the group and Alexia as one?
R: Yes!
J: I feel fear in the heart.
R: I’d like the group to go down into Alexia’s belly and pick up on the energy that’s
inside Alexia’s belly. Julie, give us some feedback there. What is the group
sending?
J: I feel emptiness.
R: Go into the brain stem and the cerebellum (the gut has its own lymphatic
system) and middle brain. What’s going on in those areas of the brain. Just feed it
to Julia as you get it from Alexia. What are you getting now Julia?
J: I get ‘needing safety’.
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R: Let’s go right into the water system, what’s coming up? Let’s go right into the
water system. What’s coming up?
J: A feeling of being held back. Restriction. I can feel her joy and very positive
feelings there, but there’s also the sense of dampening.
R: How does that transpire into the water?
J: Maybe it is a lack of flow.
R: Is it getting dammed in a particular place?
J: There’s a density in certain spots.
R: That’s perfect. Now we’ll get the group to float up and take Alexia into her
spirit and look down onto this fear, emptiness, need for safety, damping – lack of
flow within the water. As she looks down onto that and the problem, what’s going
on inside the spirit. What is the group telling you?
J: I’m getting a feeling of doubt, anxiety. I’m having trouble separating it –
where’s itcoming from – me the group, my daughter?
R: That’s why I wanted you to be the intermediate. Bring Alexia and the group all
the way up into the infinite intelligence. Tap into the group intelligence. Let the
group bring her up – you’ll come up with her. With her there, just ask what Alexia
needs to learn in regards to this problem. Pick up from the group what does she
need to learn.
J: She is safe; there’s lots outside her control and she’s still okay, safe, it’s not
connected to her.
R: Looking down upon all of that, get the group to get the questions that she
needs to ask in order to heal this problem…What are the questions?
J: Do you love me?
R: Perfect. On Alexia’s behalf, just ask that question.
J: Yes, I felt it.
R: Is there anything else that she needs to ask?
J: Am I safe?
R: So ask the question: “Am I safe?” What’s the answer?
J: Am I safe?
R: What’s the answer?
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J: Yes. There’s another question.
R: Where’s my mum? Okay, get the answer.
J: “She’s nearby and you’ll meet her soon.”
R: Did you feel that shift in energy?
J: Yes.
R: Good, that’s the energy as Alexia shifts her energy. You’re picking it up too. You
might feel it through her. You’re picking it up on it too.
J: Yes, we were separated when she was born and I guess she was wondering
where I was.
R: That’s quite profound. This is infusing the DNA into the water: What I’d like you
to do: Because her guts have been so compromised, I’d like you to float back into
the past or the future, where the gut system was perfect – where she wants to go.
It had all the purity, love and the gratitude and was functioning perfectly. Where is
the group telling you where that is Julia?
J: I sense it was before she was born. It was a healthy, happy pregnancy. She was
a 43 week baby. Before the birth she was in perfect health.
R: I want you to ask the group to get the holographic image of her gut system in
perfect health. Ask the group, if you would, to show Julia the 3-D movie image –
all the DNA and information it needs to work in perfect health. Here’s something
else – you can do: hear it. Get the sound of it. Get it from the group. Give Julia the
sound of the guts in perfect health. Can you hear that?
J: Yes, I can hear as if I’m inside the womb. I can hear her mother’s heartbeat the
gut sound.
R: Is there anything else we need: sounds, feelings, tastes, smells – any other
information. Let the group give you all of that. Feels really nice, doesn’t it?
J: Yeah.
R: I want the group to bring the gut DNA, the hologram, sounds right back to
Alexia and then let’s bring that new energy down into her spirit and infuse it into
her spirit and bring the energy down into her system. Bringing the gut in perfect
health down into her water system. Are you aware of this Julia?
J: Yes, I can see it.
R: Bring it down into the water system, infuse it into the water system, changing
the imprint of the phantom DNA copy into the water. Let that new information
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flow into the brain, brain stem, cortex, middle brain – all that’s connected with
the gut system, down into the heart, gut system and complete the organ in
perfect health. How’s that inside there?
J: That looks good.
R: and let that completely infuse from her mouth into her gut and where stuff
comes out. How’s that? Here we go…nice! Anything else that we need to do?
J: I feel a lot more energy in her being.
R: I think so too. What we could actually do is pick up on biogenomes that she
needs. These are the underlying genetic codes that come from bacteria and
viruses. They’re all interconnected. Does she need anything else? I sense there
is. Ask the group: is there anything else from the biogenomes?
J: Yes
R: Let the group collect all the good quality biogenomes that are right for Alexia.
The biogenomes that are good for her come from the local environment and also
from the mom. Infuse those with the water. Get the group to collect all the good
biogenomes that are required. Okay. Is there anything else that she needs?
Is there any filtration that she needs. There might be some biogenomes that
aren’t good for her – and some that are perfect for her in greater quantities.
How’s that doing?
J: I feel like it’s still being collected.
R: Okay, let it do its job. The environment is interconnected with the gut systems.
She needs biogenomes for the six-year-old and the umbilical cord. Flow into
Julia and into Alexia.
J: That seemed like it was a key piece.
R: That came to me because Biogenomes (bacterial, fungal and viral cells)
account for 90 percent of who we are! I think we’re done. The rest of the group
Infuse the biogenome energy into the water of Alexia and right into the gut
system and be in balance and purity. Continue to let that flow and nutrients from
umbilical cord to flow in there too – especially the stem cells. There it goes – all
flowing in. Let the group do all that work through you.
J: The cord was clamped early.
R: Let her have all the nutrients from the cord. We can pick up the phantom DNA
to correct what was done incorrectly. Straight into the water. Good job.
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J: I feel a sense of relief ‘ahhh’.
R: I’m going to ask the group: is there anything that Alexia needs. You check.
Julia is just the medium.
J: One other thing pops into my head – in more advanced places these days they
swab the baby with the mom’s vaginal juices because it has the exact mix of
microbes that the baby needs to seed the biome. I wonder if we could do that?
R: Let’s take the birth canal microbiome information from there and put that into
Alexia so she has the necessary microbiome from the birth canal that should
would have had. Feel that? Let it go into the body. Linda is saying don’t disconnect
from umbilical for awhile. Put the energy of taking the child to the breast while
the umbilical is connected. Are you aware of the energy?
J: Um hum. It feels like a pulsating energy.
R: Infuse love and gratitude into the water as well, which would naturally be there
with any mother and child.
J: Honestly Richard, I think I was more fortunate than some. They drug you,
especially if it was against your will, alters the natural release of hormones and
other things we’re unaware of.
R: Let the group assist you to bring the natural love and gratitude and anything
else that should have been there through you to Alexia and have it be a wonderful
experience.
J: Thank you.
R: Okay, there you go. How’s that?
J: That’s great.
R: She’s really connecting up with you now, isn’t she? It’s beautiful.
I could feel the uterus contracting – it releases hormones. Let the DNA on the
water level just flow. How are you doing?
J: I feel that was extremely healing to Alexia and to me.
R: You needed the healing too. That’s why we did it that way. Let me check with
the group: are we done now? The group is fine with that.
J: That’s fine with Alexia as a newborn. It’s complete.
R: Remind you to stay connected with umbilical cord and the breast for awhile.
I’m going to disconnect you from the group. As a group I’d like you to see your
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connection with Julia and just disconnect – see her down below you and at a 45
degree angle from you, cut the cord behind your cord behind your heart between
you, Julia and Alexia with love and gratitude.
J: that’s lovely. I’m very thankful.
R: Everyone else come back into the room Thank you Julia. That was amazing!
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Your Next Steps and keeping in contact
Online Mentoring for Students attending the Accelerated Course
Included in your training are 12 weeks of online mentoring with Richard Flook.
During this time you will be able to ask questions of Richard, experience
demonstrations, discuss clients and generally familiarize yourself with the
Advanced Clearing Energetics Material. These sessions are recorded and will be
made available to all students. Dates will be Tuesdays at 1pm EST. If you cannot
attend you can review the session online at a later time.
Feedback
Your feedback is important to us. Please also take a moment to share your
comments in the section provided in the quiz. Your feedback will help us to
improve future courses at this level and you will have access to all future
updates.
All Students: (live or online)
You have an opportunity to advance your knowledge and skills as a practitioner
by advancing onto Masters Level of Advanced Clearing Energetics. It includes
jumping head first into the Advanced Clearing Energetics material and gong
behind the scenes as to what , why, how and where the material was developed
and comes from. If you truly want to masker this materiel then Masters is your
next option.
Also included in the Masters is trainers training - which will allow you to train
the Advanced Clearing Energetics material
Visit the website page for Level 3 Details and view the Special
Opportunities we have for you to GROW with us!
www.richardflook.com and login into your account for access
Partnership Programs
If you’re interested in partnering with us for mutually beneficial growth options,
please contact us at richard@richardflook.com to learn about our affiliate
program, hosting a training with Richard in your area, or our strategic ventures
program. Together, we can make a healthy difference!
Keep Connected
Make sure to keep connect with our student newsletter. Send us an email
request if you’re not currently getting our student updates for your Practitioner
Level. Our email is richard@richardflook.com
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